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A major focus in evolutionary biology is to understand how the evolution of organisms relates to changes in their physical environment. In the terrestrial realm, the interrelationships among climate, vegetation, and herbivores lie at the heart of this question. Here we introduce and test a scoring scheme for functional traits present on the worn surfaces of large mammalian herbivore teeth to capture their relationship to environmental conditions. We modeled local precipitation, temperature, primary productivity, and vegetation index as functions of dental traits of large mammal species in 13 national parks in Kenya over the past 60 y. We found that these dental traits can accurately estimate local climate and environment, even at small spatial scales within areas of relatively uniform climate (within two ecoregions), and that they predict limiting conditions better than average conditions. These findings demonstrate that the evolution of key functional properties of organisms may be more reflective of demands during recurring adverse episodes than under average conditions or during isolated severe events.
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Significance

The living conditions of plant-eating mammals can be modeled by reverse-engineering the functional shapes of their teeth. Here we introduced and tested a scoring scheme for describing functional properties of large mammalian herbivore teeth to capture their relationship to environmental conditions. We found that minimum Net Primary Productivity is the environmental variable best predicted by dental traits. These findings refine and provide direct biological context to previously reported results, where traits were found to predict overall climate rather than limiting conditions. We propose that nonavailability of the preferred plant foods (e.g., during dry seasons or longer dry periods), rather than the properties of average foods consumed, is the main functional link between climate and herbivore teeth.
in its derived state (flat), indicates lack of any occlusal elements rising significantly above the occlusal surface, whether fortified or not. The presence of thickened CM is also recorded as a separate trait. All of these traits are designed to capture aspects of the occlusal surface that relate to the shapes of the functional surfaces, especially in how they wear and how they relate to the dynamics of the chewing power stroke and thus to the actual comminution of food.

We tested the extended ecometrics methodology on a modern-day occurrence of extant large herbivores, using mammal assemblages data from 13 Kenyan national parks spanning the past 60 y (12). We analyzed how the dental traits relate to precipitation (PREC), temperature (TEMP), Net Primary Productivity (NPP), and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) to better understand the functional links between the environment and herbivore teeth in Eastern Africa and in general. Our analysis aimed to identify the environmental characteristics that can be modeled with the best accuracy, along with the dental traits that are the most informative about the environment. We focused particularly on limiting conditions, because we wished to test whether low availability of preferred foods and the need to consume more demanding fallback foods, typically during unfavorable seasons, drives the evolution of functional dental traits of herbivores (5).

Results

We built regression models linking climate and environmental characteristics (one at a time) to dental trait averages of occurring species, and inspected model performance on data not used in model calibration. Estimations of local climate and environmental conditions were done for each site, i.e., the protected ecosystem of a national park or reserve. Each site was described in terms of seven variables corresponding to dental traits (i.e., HYP, HOD, AL, SF, OT, and CM). Each dental variable is the average of the trait scores over all of the species occurring at that site. Dental traits are more straightforward to capture from the fossil record than are estimates of body mass or species richness, but for the purpose of scientific discussion, we also compared the performance of the models built on dental traits and models built on body mass or species counts.

How Do Dental Traits Relate to One Another and to Environmental Characteristics? Fig. 1 depicts linear correlations between dental traits at the species level (i.e., how similar are trait values from species to species) and average values for traits at the site level (i.e., how related are the average values of traits from site to site). We can see that overall there is less correlation at the species level (Fig. 1A) than at the site level (Fig. 1B), which suggests that individual species can have rather diverse sets of traits, but when assemblages of species coming from the same place are considered, stronger relations emerge.

At the site level there are strong correlations among mean HYP (hypsodonty), mean OL (obtuse lophs), flat mean OT (occlusal topography), and mean CM (cementum). This is plausible, because all of these traits capture different aspects of the same phenomenon: teeth that are more durable. Interestingly, mean SF shows a strong negative correlation with HYP at the site level (Fig. 1B), but a weak positive correlation at the species level (Fig. 1A), that is, teeth with fortified cusps tend to be moderately hypsodont and occur in humid settings with few other hypsodont species. In this dataset, SF (structural fortification) of cusps is present mainly in mesodont and hypsodont bovids, hippopotamids, and suids (except the warthog). The structurally fortified hypsodont bovids occur at sites with higher average HYP, but those sites also have more species on average, which means that in addition there are relatively more species lacking fortified cusps, making the correlation between SF and HYP negative at the site level.

This pattern suggests the hypothesis that reducines, bovids, and hippopotamids, fresh-grass grazers with fortified cusps, act here as indicators of highly productive and species-rich wetlands that also attract herbivores lacking these traits. In our dataset, hippos and reducines tend to occur in locations with high species counts, low elevation, low precipitation, high temperature, low apparent NPP because of low precipitation, and low NDVI owing to open water surfaces. High diversity in such a setting suggests high productivity because of supplementary surface water compensating for low rainfall, such as wetlands fed by rivers or lakes. Interested readers are referred to SI Appendix for more detailed analysis of indicator species.

Fig. 1B shows that HOD and AL are somewhat outside the strongly correlated, durability-related trait set (i.e., HYP, CM, SF, and OL). There is no obvious reason to expect that HOD (horizodonty) would capture anything besides the durability-related increased tooth volume in the horizontal dimension rather than the vertical dimension; the present association with temperature depends on the giant forest hog and is likely an exception to the general pattern. The presence of AL (acute lophs) is functionally related to leaf-eating and forest habitats and thus is expected to capture information related primarily not to durability, but rather to cutting capacity of teeth. The distribution of dental traits referring to durability on the one hand and cutting capacity on the other hand can be considered to represent two main areas of the environment. To the present dataset, AL is in fact a strong indicator of forest habitat. In this tropical setting, AL is also an indicator of temperature through the evaporative cooling effect of tree cover (13), and also because many of our forested sites are at higher elevations than nonforested sites.

Fig. 2 depicts correlations among dental traits, environmental variables, and other characteristics of the sites. Temperature, precipitation, NPP, and NDVI are presented as averages as well as different limits and extremes (i.e., daily, monthly, and yearly minimums or maximums). In the studied domain in Eastern Africa, dental traits are only weakly informative about elevation and temperature, but quite strongly correlated with precipitation, NPP, NDVI, and species count. The sole notable correlations of temperature are with SF and OT. Somewhat weaker but still visible relations of temperature are with specific values of mesodony and mesohorizodonty (HYP = 2; HOD = 2). Elevation and temperature are strongly correlated, but average temperature has a stronger relationship to elevation than does maximum temperature. In addition, elevation is relatively strongly correlated with species count, signaling that there are fewer large mammals at higher elevations. On the trait side, we find instead a stronger relationship with temperature maximums than with averages, particularly with SF. This suggests that species count relates more to average temperature (i.e., fewer species at cooler high elevations), but that dental traits carry complementary information that explains maximum temperatures better than averages.

Almost all predictors correlate quite well with precipitation, NPP, and NDVI. The similar correlations for NPP and precipitation...
We built variants of predictive models for estimating NPP, TEMP, PREC, and NDVI, summarized as averages and different limits and extremes (daily, monthly, and yearly minimums or maximums), and analyze which models achieve better estimation accuracy, as measured on unseen data not used for estimating model parameters.

Table 1 presents a summary of performance within the four groups of climate and environmental variables, across different model inputs and different ways of quantifying limiting conditions. Based on the distribution of performance scores in this table, the following main observations can be made about how dental traits can affect climate and environmental conditions in modern ecosystems:

- Our scoring scheme captures sufficient information to produce accurate estimates of local climate and environment, resolving details within areas of relatively uniform climate, such as the global ecoregions defined by the World Wildlife Fund (wwf.panda.org/about_our_earth/ecoregions/about/). Our data span two ecoregions.
- Among the four climate and environmental variables, dental traits best predict NPP.

Precipitation, NDVI, and NPP are also highly correlated with the number of occurring species and with elevation (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 also highlights that among the environmental variables describing the availability of water (i.e., PREC and NPP), minimum values show stronger correlations with dental traits than do mean values. This finding suggests that functional dental trait features may better describe limiting conditions for survival in these seasonal environments compared with average conditions. We explored this hypothesis in more detail by comparing the predictive power of regression models built on dental traits.

### Fig. 2. Linear correlations between dental traits and environmental variables.

-TEMP indicates that among the environmental variables describing the availability of water (i.e., PREC and NPP), minimum values show stronger correlations with dental traits than do mean values. This finding suggests that functional dental trait features may better describe limiting conditions for survival in these seasonal environments compared with average conditions. We explored this hypothesis in more detail by comparing the predictive power of regression models built on dental traits.

### Table 1. Summary of model performance in the $R^2$ test measured via cross-validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mass OLS</th>
<th>Teeth LARS(3)</th>
<th>Teeth LARS</th>
<th>Species OLS</th>
<th>All OLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PREC</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.41(2)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREC_MIN</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36(3)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREC_low</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.53(2)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREC_MAX</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.31(6)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREC_high</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24(3)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.54(2)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>-1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP_MIN9y</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.41(1)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP_low</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65(3)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP_low_MIN</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.44(1)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP_MIN_MIN</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55(3)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26(3)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI_MIN9y</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI_low</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.29(1)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI_low_MIN</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.22(4)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI_low</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27(3)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI_low_MIN_MIN</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.35(4)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.09(1)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP_MIN</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08(1)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP_low</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.07(6)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP_MAX</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP_high</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23(3)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP_high</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19(3)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mass OLS, standard regression on log(mass); Teeth LARS(3), Least Angle Regression on dental traits (three automatically selected traits) (Table 2); Teeth LARS, best-performing LARS (number in brackets indicates how many dental traits are selected); Species OLS, standard regression model on species count; All OLS, standard regression on mass and all of the dental traits. Best performances are highlighted in bold for the variables.
Dental traits predict specific limiting conditions consistently better than average conditions for all four climate and environmental variables. Limiting conditions are minima of PREC, NPP, and NDVI and maxima of TEMP.

Dental traits better predict regularly reoccurring limiting conditions than extremes over longer times (e.g., averages over daily extremes better than driest months, monthly extremes better than yearly or 9-y extremes).

In addition, the following observations can be made about the ecological information contained in dental traits compared with using mass or species count:

- Dental traits predict local climate and environment consistently better than does body mass. Furthermore, body mass cannot predict any temperature better than the baseline predicting a constant, whereas dental traits predict maximums of temperature with acceptable accuracy. Species count gives the most accurate predictions, but obtaining this is problematic for most fossil datasets owing to biases of fossilization, preservation, collection, and reporting.

- Like dental traits, body mass better predicts limiting conditions than averages. For the NDVI, body mass captures primarily medium-term (yearly) limiting conditions, whereas dental traits capture primarily short-term (monthly) limiting conditions. This is demonstrated by mass predicting the 9-y minimum NDVI quite well and better than average NDVI, whereas dental traits predicting the 9-y minimum quite poorly.

- Species count predicts average conditions well. For PREC and NPP, averages are predicted better than any minima or maxima. Monthly averages are predicted better than extremes over longer times (e.g., averages over daily extremes better than driest months, monthly extremes better than yearly or 9-y extremes).

We find that Least Angle Regression (LARS) models, which look like normal regression equations but are obtained with a different model-fitting process, perform notably better than Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). LARS iteratively selects which dental traits to include in the model, whereas OLS uses all of the input traits. Our results confirm a previous expectation that OLS would generalize poorly because of too many candidate predictors in relation to the low number of data points.

### Table 2. Models fitted on all data via LARS with three best dental traits, and their accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction target</th>
<th>Regression coefficients</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Description of the prediction target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>HYP</td>
<td>HOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREC</td>
<td>-1.765</td>
<td>2.156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREC_MIN</td>
<td>-1.688</td>
<td>1.481</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREC_low</td>
<td>966</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREC_MAX</td>
<td>1.486</td>
<td>775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREC_high</td>
<td>-3.561</td>
<td>3.553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP</td>
<td>1.179</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP_MIN_MIN</td>
<td>-2.447</td>
<td>2.049</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP_low_low</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP_low_MIN</td>
<td>-2.265</td>
<td>1.896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP_MIN_low</td>
<td>1.162</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI_MIN9y</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI_low1y</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI_low1y_MIN</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI_low</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>1.281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI_low_MIN</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>-23.0</td>
<td>-53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP_MIN</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>-24.7</td>
<td>-56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP_low</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>-13.6</td>
<td>-35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP_low_MIN</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>-13.4</td>
<td>-37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP_MAX</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>-22.5</td>
<td>-52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP_high</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>-16.8</td>
<td>-20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP_high_MAX</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>-8.9</td>
<td>-18.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HYP means mean(HYP), and so on. R² fit indicates goodness of fit (model calibration accuracy), and R²* test indicates predictive power (accuracy measured via cross-validation). Bold indicates best performing model in each group of environmental and climate variables.
Complementarity and Predictive Contribution of the Dental Traits.

Table 2 presents the regression models with three most informative dental traits resulting from LARS fitted on all the 13 Kenyan national park sites studied. We investigated which dental traits carry the most predictive power about each group of climate and environmental variables.

In Table 2, SF and OT are included in almost all of the models and appear to be the most informative traits about the environment. Interestingly, HYP is almost never used. Recall from Fig. 1 that HYP is strongly correlated with SF, OT and OL, as well as CM across sites. LARS selects predictors in such a way that they are the most informative but also not redundant. Thus, a lack of HYP in the models does not mean that HYP as such is not informative, but rather means that the relevant information is already captured by other predictors that perhaps carry a stronger signal in this case, making HYP redundant.

The coefficients of OT for predicting water availability (precipitation, NPP, and NDVI) are negative and intuitive; the more occlusally flat teeth, found primarily in grazing forms, the less rain is expected. The coefficients of SF of cusps for PREC, NPP, and NDVI are positive; the more emphasis on cusps, the more rain. For predicting temperature, the coefficients of SF and OT are reversed: the flatter the teeth, the higher the temperature, and the more emphasis on cusps, the lower the temperature. Assuming that high temperatures are associated with dry environments, this directly relates to our observations regarding water availability. In a tropical setting where cooling by evapotranspiration is a major factor in local temperature (13), this is a reasonable finding. Possibly a more important factor is the association of low temperature with high altitudes and higher precipitation in this dataset and in tropical regions in general. Paleo-altitude is notoriously difficult to assess, and it is conceivable that ecometric estimates of temperature could help estimate elevation in the past.

Overall, different sets of dental traits appear to be the most informative about different groups of environmental variables. Whereas lophs almost never occur in the PREC and NPP equations, they play important roles in the NDVI and TEMP estimation. In the case of NDVI, AL variables are strongly present, in addition to SF and OT. AL comes with a positive coefficient; the higher the proportion of species with AL, the higher the NDVI. This is expected from the functional association of AL with leaf-eating. In our dataset, four species have an AL of 1: *Diceros bicornis* and three primates, two of which are present only in one site each; only *Colobus guereza* is present more widely. *D. bicornis* and *C. guereza* have almost opposite occurrence patterns, effectively turning AL into a proxy for species count; the higher the AL, the fewer species present. This may be generally true as a reflection of the high number of ungulate species in the grasslands relative to the forests.

For predicting temperature, OL appears to be the most informative in addition to SF and OT. In our dataset, obtuse lophs are found in 12 out of 63 species and OL therefore has a strong relationship with HYP and number of species (Figs. 1B and 2). The relationship is similar to that with the other environmental variables; OL captures the number of species, but also must capture characteristic information for temperature because it comes consistently into the TEMP equations. This is probably because in our study area, open habitats are warmer than closed habitats, as discussed above. In the cases where models predict temperatures reasonably well (maximum reoccurring temperature), both loph features—forest-related AL (cool) and savanna-related OL (hot)—are used in the same equations. This is a biologically plausible explanation for the temperature sensitivity of dental traits; the underlying cause is related to the biophysics of the environment rather than to food or climate as such.

Discussion and Conclusions

Our analysis shows that productivity-related environmental characteristics of 13 tropical sites in Kenya can be reproduced with reasonable accuracy using only dental morphology of their larger herbivore fauna. This finding reinforces previous suggestions that environment and dental morphology are closely related and suggests that the extremes of environmental conditions are part of the shaping mechanism for dental characteristics.

Among all of the considered climatic variables, limiting productivity (NPP_low_low, representing productivity of the driest place at the coldest times in each park) is the one best predictable from dental traits. These findings add considerable biological emphasis to previously reported findings, where HYP was found to successfully predict mean rainfall (6, 8), despite being considered primarily a proxy for diet and habitat (14). Our results indicate that preferred diet or habitat might not be as important for dental traits as the occasional restricted availability of these resources (e.g., during dry seasons or longer dry periods). We propose that this is the strongest functional link between climate and herbivore teeth.

The results suggest that the FCT dental trait scoring scheme makes it possible to resolve differences in local climate and environment at small spatial scales. SF and OT, the morphology known as plagiolophodonty, stand out as the most powerful predictors of climate and productivity. In addition, different dental traits add valuable information for predicting different environmental variables; HOD and CM relate to precipitation, whereas AL and OL relate to highest temperatures. It is encouraging that the dental traits reveal relationships that are either biologically intuitive or readily explainable as peculiar to this dataset. It is especially satisfactory that the seemingly unlikely relationship between dental traits and temperature can be readily explained through these variables’ association with the physics of altitude (low temperatures) and forest cover (evapotranspiration). On a slightly more speculative line, this temperature signal could be turned into a proxy for either tree cover or altitude, given appropriate additional information. Similarly, the fact that dental traits appear to distinguish between wet and dry grasslands is highly promising and will, if verified, offer a valuable complement to existing proxies for grasslands and grazing.

Kenya’s protected areas are relics of long-gone undisturbed ecosystems, and indeed large portions of the original habitats now are heavily farmed (Naivasha, Shompole, and Aberdares), ranched (Masaai Mara, and Samburu), logged (Kakamega), or settled (Nairobi and Naivasha) (15). Human impacts have a strong potential to alter the geographic distributions of species, either by displacement or by attraction toward humans in areas where food and water are plentiful. The fact that our models nevertheless successfully predict local differences in climate among our sites suggests that our method has considerable robustness and predictive power for fossil assemblages undisturbed by human ecological impact.

Although we would expect good performance in small geographic scales with reasonably accurate records of species occurrence, our model’s predictive power here is somewhat limited by the small number of sites in our dataset. The fact that different dental traits consistently come into play with different environmental variables in biologically intuitive ways shows that these traits also capture underlying information about environmental conditions. Climatic minima and maxima are better predicted from dental traits than are averages, and out of the limiting conditions, regularly reoccurring limits are better predicted than rarely occurring extremes. Species counts also successfully predict climate, but the property of identifying limiting factors is effectively restricted to dental traits. An interesting question for further exploration is whether this difference is generally true of functional traits versus species diversity.
The fact that we were able to successfully discern relatively minor differences in climate and productivity within 13 national parks and reserves in Kenya indicates that our method has considerable power for paleoecological resolution. Our models use only data that can be computed from fossil assemblages, where species counts are often unreliable, and thus this methodology holds great promise for investigating past environmental boundary conditions for fossil localities.

Our finding that dental traits predict recurrent minima and maxima better than averages supports the view that dental traits reflect primarily limiting or extreme environmental conditions and the need for herbivores to process structurally demanding fallback foods, rather than the requirements of preferred foods under average or optimal conditions. These findings suggest that the functional dental traits, especially those associated with the harsh end of the environmental spectrum, are shaped by evolution to adapt to the long-term frequency (and perhaps severity) of climatically adverse conditions. Along with general biophysical relationships between foods and habitats, this explains how a fundamentally dietary signal is transformed into a climatic one. Our results further imply that the long-term evolution of these dental traits was due more to selection imposed by recurring extremes than by average conditions.

Materials and Methods

We used environmental and species occurrence data covering the last 60 y from 13 protected areas (sites) of national parks in Kenya. Presence-absence of species with body masses, as well as site elevations, have been published previously (12). Updated presence-absence data were provided by A.B.T. Body mass data were obtained from Pantheria (16) and the MOM database (17). We considered only the orders Proboscidea, Primates, Perissodactyla, and Artiodactyla (8). Dental traits were newly developed and scored (by M.F.) for this study according to our FCT scheme, described in detail in SI Appendix. HYP values were obtained from Liu et al. (18) and updated by M.F. TEMP and PREC data were obtained from WorldClim (19) and represent interpolated and averaged observations for 1950–2000, roughly the same period as the mam-}
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